
 
 
JOB TITLE: Paralegal - Trademarks 
STATUS: Non-Exempt 
Type: Full Time  
 
The Paralegal is responsible for providing support to trademark attorneys. Under the direction of an 
attorney, with minimal supervision, assists with a range of legal support by conducting research, preparing 
and filing various documents with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (“USPTO”), assisting 
foreign counsel with preparing and filing such documents in various foreign intellectual property offices, 
and gathering the appropriate documentation.  Experience with trademark applications, electronic filings, 
and drafting assignment documents required.  Similar experience in the patent area is a positive but not 
required.  Must be proficient in conducting, reviewing and analyzing trademark searches in U.S. and 
international databases and from outside trademark search vendors.  Must possess high level 
communication skills (written and verbal).   Trust, accuracy and ability to multi task under pressure are 
important to this position.   
 
Duties include but are not limited to: 

 Prepare and file trademark registration applications, statements of use, extension requests, 
affidavits of use and incontestability, renewal applications, notices of opposition, cancellation 
petitions and other papers with the USPTO, including the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board 
(“TTAB”), and various state agencies and assist foreign counsel in preparing and filing such 
documents in various foreign intellectual property offices.  

 Perform trademark screening searches and other internet-based factual research. 

 Review and manage trademark docket on a regular basis to ensure that deadlines are met and that 
attorneys are notified on a regular basis of upcoming deadlines; generate standard and customized 
status reports as needed. 

 Prepare and maintain policies and procedures designed to ensure the effective and efficient 
operation of the firm’s trademark practice.  

 
Knowledge and Experience: 

 5+ years of experience in the legal field, primarily as a Trademark Paralegal.  

 Knowledge of U.S. trademark rules, regulations, and procedures and working kn owledge of the 
trademark and patent laws of other countries. 

 Experience in assisting with filing and prosecuting trademark registration applications pursuant to 
the Madrid Protocol.  

 Knowledge of USPTO rules and procedures, including those of the TTAB.  

 Familiarity with Model Code of Ethics and Professional Responsibility.  

 Proficient knowledge of Microsoft Office including Excel.  
 
Education: 

 Bachelor’s degree or equivalent related work experience.  

 ABA approved Paralegal course of study or North Carolina State Paralegal Certification. 

 Maintain Certification through Continuing Legal Education.    
 
Please send your resume to humanresources@smithlaw.com. 

 
Smith Anderson is an equal opportunity employer committed to creating and maintaining a diverse work force.  
It is the policy of this Firm to recruit, hire, train, develop, promote and compensate employees without regard to 
race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, age, national origin, genetic 
information, disability or covered veteran status. 
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